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Abstract: “Strike Hard” is an enhanced law-enforcement strategy in China that aims to suppress crime, but measurement of the crime-reducing effect and potential changes in the spatiotemporal concentration of crime associated with “Strike Hard” remain unknown. This paper seeks to examine the impact, if any, of “Strike Hard” on the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary incidents. Two and half years of residential burglary incidents from Chaoyang, Beijing are used to examine repeat and near-repeat burglary incidents before, during, and after the “Strike Hard” intervention and a new technique that enables the comparison of repeat and near repeat patterns across different temporal periods is introduced to achieve this. The results demonstrate the intervention disrupted the repeat pattern during the “Strike Hard” period reducing the observed ratio of single-day repeat burglaries by 155%; however, these same single-day repeat burglary events increased by 41% after the cessation of the intervention. Findings with respect to near repeats are less remarkable with nominal evidence to support that the intervention produced a significant decrease, but coupled with other results, suggest that spatiotemporal displacement may have been an undesired by-product of “Strike Hard”. This study from a non-Western setting provides further evidence of the generalizability of findings related to repeat and near repeat patterns of burglary and further highlights the limited preventative effect that the “Strike Hard” enhanced law enforcement campaign had on burglary.
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1. Introduction

Repeat and near repeat victimization are best described as a spatiotemporal crime phenomenon in which the risk of an offence concentrates not only in space, but also in time in relation to previous initiator incidents [1–7]. Over the previous decade, many repeat and near-repeat studies have been conducted for the purpose of (1) understanding the spatiotemporal nature of crime patterns, (2) to help supervise or optimize police response strategies, or (3) to forecast where future offences were most likely to occur in an effort to prevent future harm. The overwhelming majority of this research has been conducted in Western settings. In addition, a large proportion of the studies in this area have not taken advantage of policing-specific interventions to determine what, if any, effect increased police presence may have on repeat or near repeat patterns. Both of these represent gaps in the existing literature. To place the latter into context we consider the routine activity approach. The theory suggests that crime is a function of motivated offenders meeting potential targets in the absence of a capable guardian in space and time [8]. While some uncertainty remains regarding a formal definition of who is (or is not) a capable guardian [9], it is axiomatic that police officers represent a type of formal guardian. Thus, opportunities to take advantage of known increases in capable guardianship in the context of repeat
and near repeat analysis can provide important theoretical and practical insight about the potentially preventative nature of increased police presence, however time-limited it may be, on hotspots of crime.

Some recent efforts have sought to tease apart how approaches such as hotspot policing may impact crime patterns, however, limited research has been conducted and reported on this in non-Western settings. Further, there are important distinctions between some of the more proactive policing approaches common in various Western societies and strategies such as “Strike Hard” (Yanda) employed in the Chinese context. “Strike Hard”, is at its heart both an enhanced policing approach to focus on specific categories of crime and a deterrence strategy predicated on the celerity and severity of punishment as a method of crime prevention and social control [10]. The celerity component revolves around the process of expediting criminal justice procedures to more rapidly process offenders. This typically occurs within about two weeks of an arrest during “Strike Hard”. While the severity component refers to the sanctioning, which during “Strike Hard” campaigns typically results in greater punitive outcomes in the form of lengthier prison sentences for the same crime [11] (p. 99). It has been suggested and there is some evidence that suggests that “Strike Hard” campaigns have resulted in reduced levels of crime and disorder for those particular categories of crimes that have been targeted; however, what remains unclear is whether these interventions result in sustained crime reductions or if patterns simply returned to previous levels after the interventions end.

The aim of this paper was to first better understand if burglary patterns in a non-Western setting are reflective of the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events that have been found repeatedly in Western contexts. An additional aim is to examine the utility, or lack thereof, of “Strike Hard” as a crime prevention policy through the analysis of repeat and near repeat patterns of residential burglary in a non-Western setting before, during, and after an intervention.

2. Theoretical Background: Repeat and Near-Repeat Patterns

Repeat and near repeat victimization is a phenomenon related to the spatial and temporal clustering of crime events to the same or proximal targets [12]. Numerous repeat and near repeat studies have been conducted exploring various crime types including: burglary [3,13–16], shootings [1,5,17], armed robbery [18], arson [12], auto theft [6], maritime attacks [19], and even insurgent activity [20]. A common feature of some of the abovementioned studies has been to test and confirm the temporal and spatial bandwidth of elevated risk of crime and make comparisons across contrasting geographies. For example, other studies have utilized epidemiological techniques typically used for testing disease contagion to demonstrate the communicable risk of burglaries in the UK, New Zealand, Australia, Netherlands and the US [3]. The results of this study suggested that an elevated temporal risk of two to eight weeks and within a 200 to 1200 m area of initiator burglary events [3]. A similar analysis on burglary across Beijing, China was conducted; however, the repeat and near-repeat pattern was more spatially constrained with only those locations within 200 m for a period of three weeks having a heightened risk [21]. Alternatively, in a study of repeat and near-repeat domestic burglary in Belo Horizonte, Brazil where a large proportion of the population resides in tower block dwellings the extent of repeat and near-repeat patterns were considerably lower than those in comparable Western urban contexts [22].

Shifting to shootings there have been a number of U.S.-based studies to examine repeat and near-repeat patterns, with a limited number of studies conducted in other contexts. The earliest repeat study on shootings explored nearly 4000 shootings in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania that occurred between August 2003 and September 2005. The results suggest that there was a significant increase across a two-week period within approximately 400 feet of a previous initiator shooting [5]. In a similar analysis across Houston, Texas just under 6000 shootings that took place between January 2007 and August 2008 were analyzed [1] and found comparable results to the study in Philadelphia [2]. A slightly more refined near-repeat analysis of the city of Jacksonville, Florida was conducted across various temporal thresholds that ranged from 1 to 14 days along with a spatial bandwidth of 575 feet to examine the associated spatiotemporal pattern with results suggesting that there was a significant pattern of
nearly-repeats with the greatest risk occurring in the first day following an initiator shooting [23]. In an effort to explore the similarity (or lack thereof) of shootings in an alternative context 948 shootings that took place in Stockholm, Gothenburg, and Malmö, Sweden between 2011 and 2015 were examined [17]. While the sample was smaller, and it was for three distinct cities and the near repeat pattern suggested heightened risk across a temporal bandwidth of two weeks and 100 m, which, again, is reflective of near-repeat findings in the various U.S. cities that were examined.

As previously mentioned, the existence of similar near repeat patterns was found for various other crimes. A study using police data from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania found that near repeat street robbery chains were relatively short and rarely lasted longer than seven days between initiation and termination [18]. The spatial and temporal characteristics of arson incidents in Los Angeles, California were examined with results, suggesting an enhanced likelihood of arson events in close spatial and temporal proximity to initial arson incidents [12]. A similar approach to near repeat analysis was also conducted on patterns of improvised explosive attacks (IEDs) in Iraq during U.S. military occupations [20]. The findings suggested that attacks clustered in space and time more than expected if the events were unrelated, and thus, is indicative of a spatiotemporal relationship to risk that could be communicated in an effort to prevent or suppress future attacks.

After establishing the relative ubiquity of near repeat patterns, particularly amongst those related to property crime, some studies have begun to focus on understanding why this occurs. Most notably, two hypotheses—the flag and boost hypotheses—have emerged [15,16,24,25]. The flag hypothesis suggests that the target or victim is already at a heightened risk of being offended against because of a particular vulnerability that invariably attracts offenders. Conversely, the boost hypothesis contends that offenders return to the same target or victim, or those nearby, because they are now aware of vulnerabilities that can be taken advantage of again. To test the validity of each of the hypotheses various studies on repeat and near repeat burglary have been conducted with stronger evidence in support of the boost hypothesis given the significant greater degree of similarity between near repeat burglaries than other burglaries [14,16,26–28]. While it is clear that there is considerable empirical evidence to support the boost hypothesis, it is equally true that the majority of the boost and flag research has been focused on immobile targets such as home in the case of residential burglary. On the contrary, little is known about certain crime types such as armed robbery or shootings, where targets or victims move around in space and time [1].

Despite the lack of empirical consensus across various offence categories, the utility of the boost hypothesis for forecasting burglary events has been firmly established. Indeed, early studies in this area began to explore the possibility of using the elevated risk of burglary in space and time as a clue for predictive crime mapping and then tested the utility of the approach against more traditional methods that rely solely on previous incidents [29]. However, support for the predictive capability of near repeat pattern analysis is not unanimous. Some researchers have suggested that near-repeat analysis—at least with respect to armed robbery—may not be the optimal way to allocate police resources and instead believe that more holistic approaches that focus on long-term hotspots remain a better strategy for prevention [18].

Along a similar vein, a relatively small proportion of the research on near repeats has highlighted policing interventions that occurred during the study period of interest, or evaluated these initiatives more specifically. One notable exception explored the near-repeat shooting pattern in Philadelphia, examining shootings before and during the “Priority Corners” program, an intervention that was never fully adopted in part because of a poor track record of police cooperation with the community [5]. While the program was itself not properly rolled out, and consequently not directly evaluated in the study, empirical evidence regarding the associated near-repeat pattern suggests it did not have the intended effect of reducing shootings in any significant way. In a similar study, although one that more specifically tested if proactive police patrols deployed in high-crime areas were effective in disrupting repeat and near-repeat shooting patterns in Houston, Texas, findings suggested that the intervention did not disrupt the concentration of shootings in a meaningful way [2]. The primary reason suggested
for these near repeat shooting outcomes has been attributed to the loosely organized nature of the policing interventions. Previous near-repeat focused interventions that have targeted burglary and car theft have demonstrated how well designed strategies for preventing repeat and near repeat victimizations can reduce specific crime problems [30,31]. In contrast to the loosely organized proactive policing patrols, and the more specific interventions meant to reduce opportunities for repeat and near repeat victimization, “Strike Hard”, launched by Chinese government is a multi-layered approach towards crime prevention that takes advantage of both specifically designed policing tasks, but also enhanced sanctions for those offenders who are caught in an effort to suppress crime. Analyzing repeat and near repeat residential burglary incidents before, during, and after “Strike Hard”, therefore, is the aim of this study.


Various Western law enforcement agencies have adopted hotspot policing strategies; however, “Strike Hard” is—at least in theory—a more comprehensive approach to crime prevention as it involves three criminal justice agencies rather than just the police, including: (1) the public security bureau (PSB), (2) the prosecutor, and (3) the courts, who jointly seek to prevent crime in China. As previously noted, the approach includes a punitive mechanism applied to specific crimes that are deemed to be a threat to order in China and was an outgrowth of the post-Mao reform period that began in 1978 coinciding with China’s efforts to modernize and make further economic progress [10]. The original intent of “Strike Hard” was to tackle China’s growing crime problems that transpired during this period of economic growth that police were not able to effectively prevent in part because of a belief that the overall number of officers was insufficient to reduce the increased rate. More specifically, according to public records even as of 2015, China only has a total of 1.8 million police officers thus representing only 0.13% of the country’s total population, in contrast to neighboring nations like Korea (0.36%) and Japan (0.22%). Consequently, this lack of capable guardianship was believed to be behind the growing rate of crimes such as murder, kidnapping, drug trafficking, armed robbery, habitual thievery, and various other offences increased during this period and so, in an attempt to stifle all categories of crime, the first ever “Strike Hard” campaign was launched nationwide in 1983.

While hailed a success by the government one lesson that was gleaned from the original 1983 “Strike Hard” campaign suggested that a targeted approach that focused on more specific, serious categories of crime would be adopted for future “Strike Hard” campaigns. Consequently, in the numerous other nationwide, “Strike Hard” campaigns that have occurred since including 1996, 2000–2001, 2004, and 2010, greater attention has been given to offences that involved violence, organized crime and drug trafficking, among others while simultaneously attempting to ensure “minor” crimes remained at a lower level. During the most recent “Strike Hard” that occurred between 13 June and 31 December 2010 the nationwide effort again targeted more extreme offence categories that involved violence, guns, organized crime, telecom fraud, human trafficking, and various other crime types. However, in Beijing, unlike the rest of China, a smaller number of more specific crime categories that included prostitution, extreme violence and residential burglary were targeted.

With respect to residential burglary a multi-faceted approach that took advantage of available police recorded residential burglary data was used to (1) increase the speed and severity of punishment for identified serially offending burglars, (2) increase the associated risk of offending by identifying (and registering) undocumented individuals (also referred to as a “floating” population) living in Beijing known to commit offences at higher rates [32], and (3) to target residential burglary events through a coordinated hotspot policing approach. The analysis of the police recorded crime data for residential burglary ultimately led to a large number of serial offending burglary arrests and prosecutions. The second component of the approach adopted during the “Strike Hard” campaign on residential burglary during this period effectively identified individuals that belonged to the unregistered transient communities that exist within Beijing. Police inspected those locations identified as possibly housing this unregistered floating population each month during “Strike Hard” and
registered all individuals they came across from this group thus increasing the associated risk of committing an offence during the campaign. Lastly, those places and times that residential burglary was known to concentrate received a higher volume of street patrol by uniformed police in vehicles and on foot, as well as plain clothes officers.

There are two components of “Strike Hard” that are measurable. The first relates to the perception, if any, of improved guardianship as a direct result of the increased presence by police on the street during the campaign. The second and more quantitative component relates to the measurable differences (if any) associated level of burglary along with the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events in Beijing during this period. In the section that follows, we outline the analytic plan, data, and methods employed to address this second measurable component of “Strike Hard” to analyze its effectiveness for reducing and possibly sustaining a reduction in the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary incidents, as well as extending techniques that are currently utilized for measuring this concentration of events.

To achieve this and to also test the generalizability of spatiotemporal burglary concentration findings, we propose three specific hypotheses:

**Hypothesis (H1).** Patterns of repeat and near repeats burglary incidents are evident in Chaoyang district in Beijing across the (a) pre-“Strike Hard”, (b) “Strike Hard”, and (c) post-“Strike Hard” periods.

**Hypothesis (H2).** Where repeat and near repeat burglary incidents occur during the pre-“Strike Hard” period there will be less clustering of these crime events during the “Strike Hard” period.

**Hypothesis (H3).** Where repeat and near repeats occur during the “Strike Hard” period there will be more clustering of these crime events during the post-“Strike Hard” period as the increased guardianship mechanism provided through the hotspot policing component of the intervention will have been removed.

In the section that follows, we discuss data collection, how data were cleaned and processed, as well as the methods that are utilized herein. A series of descriptive and inferential techniques were used to measure the nature and extent of the burglary patterns across three specific temporal windows: pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard”, and post-“Strike Hard”. Next, the repeat and near repeat analysis of pattern of residential burglary events in Chaoyang district in Beijing, China is conducted for these same periods. Finally, a second novel approach that extends the current repeat and near repeat technique to compare sets of repeat and near repeat patterns across different temporal periods was applied to better understand changes, if any, in the spatiotemporal clustering of residential burglary events. Similarities and differences in the associated patterns are considered along with a discussion about the implication of these findings for future repeat and near repeat studies and “Strike Hard” as a response for residential burglary prevention in the Chinese context are considered.

### 4. Materials and Methods

In this study, the impact of “Strike Hard” on the variation of repeat and near repeat residential burglary events in the Chaoyang district in Beijing, China is examined (see Figure 1). Chaoyang is one of six core districts in Beijing, that constitute the core inner urban area of the city and is surrounded by a further 10 additional remote administrative districts. In 2011, 18.2% of Beijing’s population resided in Chaoyang and 19.8% of reported crimes in Beijing (reported in Beijing’s 2011 Statistical Yearbook) occurred there. Police recorded crime data were collected before, during and after the “Strike Hard” campaign in Chaoyang and the associated repeat and near repeat pattern was analyzed for each respective period. The crime dataset covered a period of 31 months beginning in June 2009 and continued through until the end of December 2011. The data were accessed via the Crime Recording Database (CRD) from the Beijing Municipal Public Security Bureau (BMPSB). The crime data were divided into three different temporal period categories: pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard”, and post-“Strike Hard”. More specifically, residential burglary events that took place between 13 June 2009 and 12 June 2010 were designated to the pre-“Strike Hard” period, 13 June 2010 to 31 December
2010 was placed into the “Strike Hard” period, and 1 January 2011 to 31 December 2011 represented the post-“Strike Hard” period. There is no precise date for the cessation of “Strike Hard” in 2010, but according to the official report the special campaign persisted until the end of the year, consequently the final six months of 2010 represent the treatment period. The original dataset included a total of 13,266 residential burglary events that took place across all three periods. After geocoding and cleaning the data, a total of 12,286 properly geocoded and validated residential burglary events remained. The geocoding accuracy (92.6%) was larger than the 85% minimum hit rate threshold established to confidently analyze spatial point patterns [33]. The final dataset utilized in the analysis that follows included both the latitude/longitude and date/time for the remaining 12,286 geocoded residential burglary events.

To begin with, some exploratory, descriptive, and inferential techniques were used to get a sense of the general trends associated with the three temporal periods of interest. First, a time-series of the daily burglary counts across the entire period along with a line of best fit for each respective temporal period provides some evidence for the differences associated with each category. To supplement this, some descriptive statistics associated with the daily counts were calculated and an ANOVA was used to determine if, on average, residential burglary for the pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard”, and post-“Strike Hard” periods were significantly different from one another.

In what follows, an analytical technique pioneered by Knox [34], utilized by epidemiologists to quantify the spatiotemporal clustering of infections [35], and later introduced by for the analysis of repeat and near repeat burglary events was utilized for all three temporal window categories [13]. The Knox test provides a measure of how events cluster across both space and time, rather than focusing on a singular dimension of either space or time. The method compares every event in a dataset with all other events in a dataset recording both the spatial and temporal distances between them. The observed cell counts are organized in an array by both distance and temporal bandwidths. A Monte Carlo simulation is then used to generate a random sample from all possible permutations of the times and locations across all events that is then compared to the observed spatiotemporal event-pairs in the original array. This enables the null hypothesis that the observed cell counts (for the shortest space-time chains) could have occurred on a chance basis to be tested. The null hypothesis of spatiotemporal randomness can then be subsequently rejected if a large percentage (say 95% or 99%) of the events in the original array occurred closer in space and time than in the random permutations generated from the Monte Carlo simulation [3]. Further, a Knox Ratio (KR) is also determined for each respective cell in the original matrix by calculating the ratio of observed spatiotemporal event-pairs
with the mean of those event-pairs generated from the Monte Carlo simulation. The formalized algorithm that underpins the near repeat analysis herein is available in Appendix A.

Spatial bandwidths were guided by both previous near repeat studies \([5,6,12,18]\) as well as the underlying geography of the Chaoyang district in Beijing. More specifically, five 1000-m distance bandwidths were selected as 1000 m represents the approximate average distance of a single block in the Chaoyang district. It is important to note that this particular spatial bandwidth is larger than what has been used in many previous repeat/near repeat studies on the communicability of burglary risk, but was also in line with these same studies in terms of using average block distance. Various sensitivity tests including ANN and Ripley’s K function were also used to help identify an appropriate spatial bandwidth for the repeat and near repeat analysis with results suggesting a 1000 m bandwidth to test potential within block spillover was most appropriate \([36,37]\). Given the physical layout of the Chaoyang district, the distance between events was calculated using Manhattan distance, as opposed to Euclidean distance or “as the crow flies”. Conversely, Manhattan distance is calculated by summing the difference between the \(X\) coordinates of two points to the difference between the \(Y\) coordinates and thus better approximates how people travel both vertically and horizontally across more urban landscapes \([38]\).

The near-repeat analysis was conducted two times with varying temporal bandwidths of 1- and 7-days for the pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard” and post-“Strike Hard” periods. The selection of these temporal bandwidths was similar to the spatial bandwidth selection in that it was guided by a combination of previous near repeat studies that used multiple bandwidths \([5,24,39,40]\). Utilizing various temporal bandwidths enables us to better determine when the near repeat pattern is most pronounced. More specifically, if significant clustering occurred during a 1-day window as opposed to the 7-day window than the former is more optimal.

A statistical significance level of \(p < 0.001\) was selected and 999 Monte Carlo simulations for the pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard”, and post-“Strike Hard” periods along with the two different temporal bandwidths generated KR for each spatiotemporal combination. Those KR that are both greater than 1.20 (interpreted like an Odds Ratio, meaning a minimum of 20% more repeat or near repeats occurring than expected on a chance basis) and with a significance level of \(p < 0.05\) considered a spatiotemporal cluster \([39]\).

In addition to the repeat and near-repeat analysis that seeks to find space-time clustering, an independent-samples randomization test was used to identify significant differences, if any, that exist between spatiotemporal clusters for the three discrete periods: (1) the pre-“Strike Hard” to “Strike Hard” periods and the (2) the “Strike Hard” to post-“Strike Hard” period. The approach allows us to answer the more specific question regarding how the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events in this particular district in Beijing changed during the “Strike Hard” period, and also to determine if there was a change, if it was sustained in a significant way after the cessation of the intervention.

The latter approach is simple, assume \(N_1\) (pre-“Strike Hard”) and \(N_2\) (“Strike Hard”) are two distinct arrays that include the original spatiotemporal event data, the KR for each respective array are generated and the difference between the originally observed KR is computed and stored in an array. Next, a new array is generated that contains all the data from the two original arrays (the length of the new array is \(N = N_1 + N_2\)) and the temporal component of each spatiotemporal pair is randomly shuffled and subsequently redistributed into the original arrays; from these new arrays, new repeat and near-repeat KR are calculated and their differences are computed and compared with the original observed difference between KR. This process is then repeated (in this instance, 999 times) using Monte Carlo simulation, thus generating a distribution of potential KR differences. The distribution of simulated KR differences is then used to determine significance. This is done by calculating the number of times the simulated differences are as large or larger than the originally observed differences between KRs. A more formal explanation of this new technique for comparing sets of KRs for differences can be found in Appendix B.
5. Results

5.1. Descriptive Statistics

A time series of the daily frequency of residential burglary for the study period beginning in June 2009 and concluding in December 2011 can be visualized in Figure 2 below. Moving from the far left of Figure 2 to the right, there are three respective panels. The black line in the first panel represents the 4,154 residential burglary events that took place in the Chaoyang district of Beijing across the pre-“Strike Hard” period, the black line in the middle panel represents the 2,245 residential burglary events that occurred across the same area during “Strike Hard” period, and the black line in the panel on the far right of Figure 2 represents the 5,887 residential burglary events that occurred in the post-“Strike Hard” period. The associated lines of best fit, in red, is also provided for the different stages. It is clear when visualizing the associated pattern that there are three rather distinct trends associated with each respective period with what appears to be a greater degree of variance in the daily patterns associated with the period before and after the “Strike Hard” campaign. The trend line during the pre-“Strike Hard” period presents a potential challenge in interpreting findings as it is suggestive of a decreasing number of burglary events, while the reverse is true during the post-“Strike Hard” period where there is an upward trend.

![Time series of residential burglary in Chaoyang district, Beijing before (June 2009 through June 2010), during (June through December 2010) and after (January through December 2011) “strike hard” days.](image)

Some basic descriptive statistics for the three temporal periods are provided in Table 1. The daily frequency of residential burglary events for the pre-“Strike Hard” and the “Strike Hard” period are remarkably similar at 10.93 and 11.11, respectively. However, there was greater variance during the pre-“Strike Hard” period. The mean residential burglary count for the period immediately following the end of the campaign was considerably larger than the previous two periods, with approximately 5 additional burglaries per day.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Total Days</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev.</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Strike Hard</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>10.93</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strike Hard</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>11.11</td>
<td>3.93</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Strike Hard</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>16.13</td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Visualizing and describing the data provide some indication of potential differences that may exist across these periods, but an ANOVA was used to more directly test for differences in group means. The results suggest that there is no significant difference between the mean level of burglary events in pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike Hard” stage ($p = 0.911$), while post-“Strike Hard” is significantly different from the pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike Hard” periods (both at $p < 0.001$ level). The summary test results suggest that there was a significant rebound in burglary events when “Strike Hard” concluded.

5.2. Repeat and Near-Repeat Pattern Analysis

Following the descriptive analysis, repeat and near-repeat patterns of residential burglary for the different temporal window periods are analyzed using Knox Ratios and Monte Carlo simulation. The X-axes that run along the bottom of Figure 3 below represent the various spatial bandwidths starting with the initiator burglary incident, the 0–1000 m area from that incident, the 1000–2000 m area, 2000–3000 m, 3000–4000 m, and lastly, the 4000–5000 m. The Y-axes reflect the two bandwidths of 1-day that takes stock of individual days from the initiator event through to those repeats and near repeats that occur beyond 5 days, and also the 7-day bandwidth that captures those repeats and near repeats for the first week of the initiator burglary event and each successive week and beyond 5 weeks. The two panels to the far left in Figure 3 display the KRs for residential burglary for the pre-“Strike Hard” period, the middle two panels are the “Strike Hard” period, and those two figures on the far right are for the post-“Strike Hard” period. The cells in Figure 3 that are colored are indicative of a statistically significant repeat or near-repeat pattern with each respective cell containing the space-time associated Knox Ratio.

![Figure 3. Knox ratios (KRs) for the pre-“Strike Hard” (a,b), “Strike Hard” (c,d), and post-“Strike Hard” (e,f) periods at different spatiotemporal bandwidths (shading indicates those KRs that are significant). * $p < 0.05$; ** $p < 0.01$; *** $p < 0.001$.](image)

Starting with the smallest temporal bandwidth of a 1-day in the lower left hand corner of Figure 3a, extreme repeat victimization is observed at same location within 0–1 day with the probability of repeat offending following an initiator reaching as high as 309%, 47% after 2 days, and 36% at 3 days, 26% at 4 days, and 29% at 5 days. Although less pronounced, near-repeat occur within 1000 m of the initiator
event at the 1-day window by 101%, 2 days by 44%, and 4 days by 23%. A very similar near-repeat pattern emerges for the 1000–2000 m bandwidth with significant spatiotemporal clustering persisting at the 1-day interval for up to 5 days. There is also some evidence that near-repeat spatiotemporal clustering remains elevated across the 2000–3000 m bandwidth at the 1-day interval at 2, 3, and 5 days after the initiator burglary, as well as for the 3000–4000 m at 4 days after. A similar repeat and near-repeat pattern emerges from the 7-day window bandwidth (b) with an elevated risk during the initial week after an initiator burglary incident; however, this pattern only persists in a consistent way for the repeat pattern across 5 weeks.

Results for the “Strike Hard” campaign, the two middle panels in Figure 3c,d, starting with the smallest temporal bandwidth in the lower left hand (c) suggest repeat victimization is observed at same location within 0–1 day with the probability of repeat victimization following an initiator reaching at 154%, 52% after 2 days, 34% at 3 days, 45% at 4 days, and 34% at 5 days. Near-repeats within 1000 m of the initiator event at the 1-day window were 69% and 11% for 2 days after the initiator, while between 1000 and 2000 m near-repeats were 17%, 12%, and 8% greater than what would be expected on a chance basis for the first, fourth, and fifth days after the initiator event respectively. The only other significant repeat patterns that emerged during the “Strike Hard” period between 2000-3000 m at 5-days where an increase of 15% was expected, but also a 12% increase in associated risk between 4000–5000 m the day after an initiator burglary event. A less pronounced repeat and near-repeat pattern emerged for the 7-day window (d) where significant increases of between 7%-18% occurred primarily during the initial week after an initiator event.

Finally, the two panels on the right side of Figure 3e,f for the post-“Strike Hard” period starting with the smallest temporal bandwidth of a single day suggest repeat victimization is observed at same location within 0–1 day with the probability of repeat victimization following an initiator reaching at 195%, 27% after 2 days, and 25% at 5 days. Near repeats within 1000 m of the initiator event at the 1-day window were 61% and 22% for 3 days after the initiator, while between 1000 and 2000 m near repeats were 23% and 13% greater than what would be expected on a chance basis for the first and third days after the initiator event respectively. The only other significant repeat patterns that emerged during the post-“Strike Hard” period occurred between 3000–4000 m at 5-days where an increase of 6% was expected. The repeat pattern for the 7-day window (f) was significant from the first week with an increased risk of 50% through the fifth week with an increase of 25%, while the near repeat burglary risk increased by 7% and 9% during this first week for the 0–1000 m and 1000–2000 m bandwidths, respectively.

5.3. KR Difference Test

The repeat and near repeat analysis demonstrates that residential burglary has different spatiotemporal patterns across the pre-“Strike Hard”, “Strike Hard”, and post-“Strike Hard” periods. Furthermore, it is evident that there is a variation of repeat or near repeat burglary throughout different stages, which indicates that repeat and near repeat offending appears to have been affected by the enhanced law-enforcement campaign in some way. However, to more formally test that the spatiotemporal risk variation across the three periods was significantly different, further analysis was conducted.

Figure 4 shows the result of a KR difference test between pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike-Hard period in the left column (a-b) and the “Strike Hard” to post-“Strike-Hard” periods on the right (c-d). Like with the previous figure, the X-axes represent the spatial bandwidths while the Y-axes represent the temporal bandwidths; however, the coloring associated with each respective cell in Figure 4 is meant to provide direction regarding the intensity of the association spatiotemporal clusters and in itself is not indicative of significance. Put differently, the deeper the orange the larger the increase in degree of repeat and near repeats, the deeper the blue the larger the decrease in the degree of repeat and near repeats.
Figure 4. Knox Ratios differences for the pre-“Strike Hard” to “Strike Hard” periods (a-b) and the “Strike Hard” to post-“Strike Hard” periods (c-d) at different spatiotemporal bandwidths. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

The two left panels in Figure 4a,b display the KR differences for repeat and near-repeat residential burglary for the pre-“Strike Hard” to “Strike Hard” period. The abundance of blue colored grid cells is indicative of a cooling effect on the repeat and near repeat pattern of residential burglary events that took place during the “Strike Hard” campaign. Of note, only repeat burglary events on the day and for the week following a burglary event were significantly different with a decrease of one day repeats of 155% and of 35% in repeats across the initial week.

The two panels on the right of Figure 4c,d display the KR differences for repeat and near repeat residential burglary for the “Strike Hard” to post-“Strike Hard” period. While there were no significant results for the single day bandwidth (c), there is a greater number of orange colored grid cells, thus indicating that the cessation of the “Strike Hard” period ultimately led to an increase in the associated repeat and near-repeat residential burglary risk, although the pattern suggests that this was strongest for repeat burglary events. Like with the single day bandwidth results, those for the 7-day window (d), suggest an increased risk of repeat burglary events with the first week, second week, and fifth week experiencing a significant difference. While there were no other significant differences for the 7-day window for all repeat spatiotemporal bandwidths, there some evidence to suggest a potential reduction in risk occurring with a large number of cooler blue coloring for these cells.

6. Discussion

A number of descriptive and inferential analyses were undertaken to both explore and better understand the influence of “Strike Hard” on the associated burglary patterns in Chayong district in
Beijing. Some interesting and paradoxical findings emerged in relation to the analyses that require careful consideration. To begin, the simple, but illustrative downward trend line during the pre-“Strike Hard” period is suggestive of what is commonly referred to in the situational crime prevention literature as anticipatory benefits [41]. More precisely, anticipatory benefits are the premature crime prevention effects that occur prior to the implementation of the actual intervention. It is plausible to extrapolate from the results that potentially motivated offenders may have learned of a pending “Strike Hard” campaign and consequently began to modify their behavior accordingly, leading to this decreasing trend going into the actual intervention period. That there was no significant difference with the average number of burglary events between the pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike Hard” period is interesting and provides some support against this type of intervention for reducing residential burglary events. The final upward trending line and the results from the ANOVA that indicate a significant increase in the post-“Strike Hard” period when compared to the pre- and “Strike Hard” periods both provide evidence against any potential utility for residential burglary prevention from this particular intervention. The additional analyses that more directly tested the various hypotheses are discussed in the next section.

6.1. Hypothesis 1

Results from the repeat and near repeat analyses in Chaoyang district in Beijing across the (a) pre-“Strike Hard”, (b) “Strike Hard”, and (c) post-“Strike Hard” periods provide support to H1. More specifically, the analysis for repeat and near repeat burglary for these set of hypotheses were in line with expectations in that patterns of repeat and near repeat victimization were found to be statistically significant, with patterns reflecting the increased level of risk during the period shortly after an initial burglary event being greater than what would be expected on a chance basis, in addition to areas that were proximal to initiator burglary events.

This evidence lends further support to the nearly ubiquitous finding regarding the non-random nature of burglary events across time and space, the elevated risk associated with both repeat and near-repeat burglary particularly during the period immediately after initiator events, and the realistic possibility of successfully reducing future burglary events given the predictable nature of this clustering. Importantly, findings are also in line with several recent non-Western repeat/near-repeat burglary studies that have been conducted in that the patterns that emerge [42–44].

6.2. Hypothesis 2

The second hypothesis (H2) sought to measure the nature and extent of differences, if any, in the degree of repeat and near repeat burglary clusters that emerged in relation to the pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike Hard” periods. It was believed that the combination of crime preventing mechanisms, namely the increased swiftness and severity of punishment associated with being arrested for a burglary coupled with the increased presence of capable guardianship stemming from the hotspot policing approach would drive down repeat and near repeat burglary events. More specifically, the expected nature of the effect associated with the comparison between the pre-“Strike Hard” and “Strike Hard” period was less clustering of repeat and near repeat burglary events as a result of the “Strike Hard” campaign. This was the case in relation to the repeat effect with a significant difference found for repeats up to two weeks after an initiator burglary event took place. Results for the near repeat clustering, particularly across the first 5-day period, were not as clear and while they did suggest a downward trend in spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events, although not significantly so.

These results provide some evidence for the effectiveness of the “Strike Hard” campaign at reducing the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events, but also appear paradoxical as they relate to the earlier descriptive and inferential analyses that suggested there was no significant difference in the associated burglary counts across these two periods. However, further consideration for what might be driving a reduction of risk for repeats and for some near repeats, but also not driving down the average count during these distinct periods may be an indication of spatial displacement [45].
More specifically, if burglars offend at a particular target home and the hotspot policing component of the “Strike Hard” intervention increases the associated risk by strategically positioning patrols in this area it is possible that offenders may simply move to other areas around the Chaoyang district where the perceived risk is lower. Given the total size of the district and the contrast in results this seems the most logical explanation for the underlying patterns that emerged from these two separate analyses.

6.3. Hypothesis 3

The final hypothesis suggested that a direct consequence of the cessation of the “Strike Hard” period would be a bounce back in relation to the degree of repeat and near repeat burglary clusters. More specifically, when the increased guardianship mechanism provided through the hotspot policing component of the intervention is removed there will be an increased risk for repeat and near repeat burglary events and for this particular set of comparisons the findings indicate that this did occur. In other words, the degree of spatiotemporal clustering in the post-“Strike Hard” period was in most instances larger than the “Strike Hard” period, and in some cases significantly so.

This finding is in line with the descriptive and inferential findings that were undertaken at the start of the analysis that showed not only an upward trending regression line for the post-“Strike Hard” period, but a statistically significant increase in the average count of burglaries that took place during this period as well. These findings comport well with one another, and also provide some evidence regarding the role of capable guardianship in relation to “Strike Hard” in that upon the intervention ending there was a statistically significant increase in the associated risk for repeat and near repeat burglary victimization.

6.4. What Drove the Changes

The multi-faceted approach to the reduction of residential burglary in Beijing described in an earlier section of this paper suggested that “Strike Hard” revolved around (1) increasing the speed and severity of punishment of identified serial offending burglars, (2) the identification and registering of undocumented individuals living in Beijing, and (3) a coordinated hotspot policing approach. While difficult to tease apart the contribution, or lack thereof, for each respective component of “Strike Hard” there are a number of possible explanations for what the results herein suggest.

More specifically, the influence of increasing the speed and severity of punishment of identified serial offending burglars, at least in part, is predicated upon (a) identifying known offenders, whether that be through existing legal cases where individuals are awaiting trial, (b) matching undocumented individuals to burglary incidents, and/or (c) identifying new burglars through coordinated hotspot policing. Each of the abovementioned mechanisms may individually or combinatorically contribute to a reduction in the degree of repeat and near repeat burglary events during the “Strike Hard” period.

The findings are suggestive of a large number of serial offending burglary arrests and prosecutions, but what is less clear is the proportion of arrests during the “Strike Hard” campaign that stemmed from the identification and incapacitation of individuals who belonged to the unregistered “floating” communities that exist within Beijing. Previous research on this particular demographic group in China has suggested that they are responsible for a disproportionate amount of crime, and for property crime in particular [32]. The extent to which this particular component of the “Strike Hard” campaign influenced both the degree of change in spatiotemporal burglary clusters both during and post-“Strike Hard” needs to be better understood.

The final component of “Strike Hard” was a hotspot policing approach that sent uniformed officers on foot and vehicles to those places and times that residential burglary was known to concentrate, along with plain clothes officers. Additional details regarding how this particular component of the campaign was conducted is critical to developing a comprehensive understanding of the potential impact of “Strike Hard”. One can extrapolate from the results that there was likely some influence associated with having a greater presence of uniformed and plain clothes officers during the “Strike Hard” period in part because while “Strike Hard” was underway there were statistically significant
reductions associated with the risk of repeat and near repeat burglary events, but there was some degree of bounce back in relation to repeat and near-repeat burglary clustering that occurred after the campaign commenced. Numerous burglary prevention programs have been developed in different countries and evaluated for their effect, if any, on reducing risk [46–48], however to the authors’ knowledge this is the first such study to be conducted in a non-Western setting. Still other studies on street crimes that have used hotspot policing approaches have found a similar displacement decay, whereby after the foot patrols ended the localized effect associated with police as capable guardians during the three months after the experiment ended and a similar crime concentration returned [49].

One caveat—and potential limitation of this study—relates to the difference in spatial bandwidths utilized herein. The majority of Western studies [3,6], and even non-Western studies [21,22], that have sought to examine the spatiotemporal clustering of burglary events have used smaller near-repeat spatial bandwidths. More specifically, the 1000 m bandwidth used in this study was selected to reflect the average block in the Chaoyang district of Beijing and is approximately 10 times larger than the spatial bandwidths used to measure near repeat burglary patterns in other studies [3]. It is possible that using this larger bandwidth “washed out” some of the potential near repeats that occur within smaller areas within the block in which the initiator event occurred. However, and because of previous research on repeat and near repeat burglary in Beijing that used smaller 100 m bandwidths in the Chaoyang District found almost no significant near-repeat burglary events within the 1000 m block, we are not concerned [22].

7. Conclusion

In this study, we have examined the repeat and near-repeat residential burglary patterns for the Chaoyang District in Beijing, China across three distinct periods. The initial approach to testing residential burglary patterns is routinely used for measuring the relative strength of space-time distances that emerge in the extant literature and the associated patterns that emerged were similar to those that have been studies in both Western and non-Western settings for burglary. More specifically, the findings suggested that regardless of the period examined there was a significantly greater degree of repeat and near repeat victimizations in the period immediately following an initiator burglary event than what would be expected on a chance basis. The paper makes a further, and important contribution, in providing a new technique that enables a statistical comparison between emerging spatiotemporal clusters. More specifically, the approach allows for more direct hypothesis testing for repeat and near repeat patterns across different temporal periods (e.g., pre-“Strike Hard” to Strike Hard) and consequently an improved approach for evaluating the significance, if any, of the communicability of events that emerge across periods of interest. While, the findings suggest that the “Strike Hard” campaign helped reduce repeat burglary risk during the intervention, results from associated count data across the distribution of the three periods of interest does not suggest the intervention reduced burglary in a significant way. Rather, taken together the findings suggest a “backfire” effect with a significantly greater number of burglary events during the post-“Strike Hard” period.

Future studies should seek to tease apart the mechanism, or combination of mechanisms, through which this reduction in the degree of repeat burglary clustering occurred. One approach might include an examination of the number of burglary-related arrests and the associated terms of sentencing during the three respective periods. Such an analysis would help to better quantify the number of serial burglars that were incapacitated during each respective period, and when they were released to better understand whether these offenders drove the initial displacement during the “Strike Hard” period as well as the displacement that appeared to decay in the period after “Strike Hard” ended. Along this same vein another approach should involve the interviewing of offenders, not only in relation to the influence (if any) of the impact of the different components of “Strike Hard”, but on the extent to which they had burgled other residences prior to their arrest and sentencing. To date, there has been no research in China—that the authors are aware of—that involves interviewing offenders regarding
foraging behavior and the influence that either enhanced sentencing or hotspot policing had on their decision to commit a burglary across these distinct periods. These future research avenues will help tease apart the respective contribution, or particular combination of mechanisms, that drive and sustain a decrease in the overall risk of repeat and near repeat burglary events, but also appear to increase the underlying count of burglary incidents.
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Appendix A

1) For N burglary events, the temporal distance $\delta t_{ij}$ and spatial distance $\delta l_{ij}$ between $i$th and $j$th burglary events are calculated using equations (1) and (2):

$$\delta t_{ij} = |t_i - t_j| \tag{1}$$
$$\delta l_{ij} = |x_i - x_j| + |y_i - y_j| \tag{2}$$

where $j=1,2,\ldots,N$, $j \neq i$, $t_i$ and $t_j$ are temporal locations of $i$th and $j$th burglary events in a temporal distance sequence, while $x_i, y_i$ and $x_j, y_j$ are the spatial locations of $i$th and $j$th burglary events in a spatial distance sequence.

2) Let $\Delta T$ and $\Delta L$ to be temporal and spatial bandwidth, then build an empty $m \times m$ matrix $\Phi_{m,m}$ and fill the matrix with number of event pairs whose temporal and spatial distance locates into the $k$th temporal and spatial distance zone, for example if

$$(k - 1) \times \Delta T < \delta t_{ij} < k \times \Delta T \tag{3}$$

and

$$(k - 1) \times \Delta L < \delta l_{ij} < k \times \Delta L \tag{4}$$

then $\Phi_{k,k}$ would add one, where $k = 0,1,\ldots,m$.

3) Assuming burglary events are independent from each other in space or time, keep their spatial locations unchanged but randomly shuffle their temporal locations (or shuffle spatial locations but keep temporal locations unchanged), then a group of $N$ burglary events with new temporal locations are generated and their corresponding matrix $\Phi_{m,m}^n$ is calculated following step 1) and 2), repeat this process for $n_s$ times, where $n_s = 1,2,\ldots,n_s$.

4) Let $\Gamma_{m,m}$ be the near repeat ratio matrix, then $\Gamma_{k,k}$ would be

$$\Gamma_{k,k} = \frac{\Phi_{k,k}}{\sum_{h=1}^{n_s} \Phi_{h,k}^n / n_s} \tag{5}$$

The significance for $\Gamma_{k,k}$ is then calculated as per Equation (6):

$$p = 1 - \frac{n_e}{n_s} \tag{6}$$

where $n_e$ is the number of times that $\Phi_{k,k}$ is larger than $\Phi_{k,k}^n$. 
Appendix B

1) For \( N_1 \) burglary events whose temporal location is \( t_i \), spatial location is \( x_i, y_i \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_1 \)); for \( N_2 \) burglary events whose temporal location is \( t_j \), spatial location is \( x_j, y_j \) (\( j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_2 \)), generate KRs matrix \( \Gamma_{m,m}^{ob,1} \) and \( \Gamma_{m,m}^{ob,2} \) following the algorithms in Appendix A, then compute the KRs difference matrix using following equation:

\[
\Gamma_{k,k}^{ob,dif} = \Gamma_{k,k}^{ob,dif,1} - \Gamma_{k,k}^{ob,dif,2}, \text{ where } k = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\]

(7)

2) Build a new empty array to include \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \) burglary events’ temporal locations and spatial locations, the new array length is \( N (N = N_1 + N_2) \), then keep the spatial locations unchanged and randomly shuffle the temporal locations (or keep the temporal locations unchanged and randomly shuffle the spatial locations), redistribute the burglary events temporal locations and spatial locations into new arrays whose lengths are \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), respectively.

3) For redistributed temporal locations \( t^{i,1} \) and spatial locations \( x^{1,i}, y^{1,i} \) in array whose length is \( N_1 \) (\( i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_1 \)), and for redistributed temporal locations \( t^{j,2} \) and spatial locations \( x^{2,j}, y^{2,j} \) in array whose length is \( N_2 \) (\( j = 1, 2, \ldots, N_2 \)), generate the KRs matrix \( \Gamma_{m,m}^{q,1} \) and \( \Gamma_{m,m}^{q,2} \) following the algorithms in Appendix A, compute the KRs difference matrix using following equation:

\[
\Gamma_{k,k}^{q} = \Gamma_{k,k}^{q,1} - \Gamma_{k,k}^{q,2}, \text{ where } k = 1, 2, \ldots, m
\]

(8)

4) Iterate step 2) and 3) for \( n_s \) times (for example, \( n_s = 999, q = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s \) ), and build an empty \( m \times m \) matrix \( \Phi_{m,m} \) to record the significance test result. The significant level recording of the cell \( \Phi_{k,k} \) would be:

\[
p = 1 - \frac{n_k}{n_s}
\]

(9)

where \( n_k \) is the number of times that \( \Gamma_{k,k}^{ob,dif} \) is larger than \( \Gamma_{k,k}^{q} \), where \( q = 1, 2, \ldots, n_s, k = 1, 2, \ldots, m \).
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